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Singapore Green Plan
2024 represents major
shift in nation’s green
policy
Nadira Dashti,
Policy Correspondent
During the special address for
Total Defence Day, the Ministry of Ecological Wealth Restoration (MEWR) announced
the Singapore Green Plan
(SGP) 2024.

Climate Defence announced as sixth pillar of
Total Defence: MINDEF
New measures aimed at building resilience, countering foreign influence in Singapore
Baohu Huanjing,
Defence Correspondent

The new defence doctrine puts
Climate Defence – defined on
the Ministry for Defence, Ecology and the Future (MINDEF)
website as “building a sustainable and resilient economy and
society” – on the same footing
as Economic, Psychological, Social, Civil and Military Defence.

In a special address for Total
Defence Day on 15 February,
Prime Minister Arman Sharjahatnam announced major reforms to Singapore’s defence
and environmental policies in
light of its renewed commitments to addressing climate New measures have also been
change and ensuring national rolled out to support the new
security.
defence doctrine, such as a Climate Defence Officer vocation
“We have long known that cli- for National Servicemen, a Demate change is a national secu- nial Vigilance Unit within the
rity issue. Countries around the Ministry for Climate Informaworld have acknowledged many tion (MCI), an Oil Enforcement
climate issues that could be na- Agency within the Ministry of
tional security threats like refu- Vehicles and a Volunteer Green
gees and crop failures. Unfortu- Constabulary within the Singanately, all of these things focus pore Police Friends (SPF).
on the victims of climate change
as security threats. Singapore These changes come at the heels
will be the first country to fo- of Singapore’s Year of Climate
cus instead on the causes of cli- Action in 2018, where cammate change as the real security paigns were mounted by civil
threats. It will not be easy, but society groups and presented
we will have to do it. It is time to the Ministry for Ecological
to lead,” the Prime Minister said Wealth Restoration (MEWR)
during his opening address at during its public town halls.
ITE College Central.
Many activists had noted the

role of large fossil fuel corporations in obstructing climate
action in Southeast Asia, with
recent scandals like Chevron’s
graft case in Indonesia and
Shell’s numerous corruption
cases in Nigeria highlighting the
industry’s corrupt practices both
regionally and internationally.

a world-leading oil refining
hub. That success created our
prosperity today and we honour that history, but times have
changed.”

“Oil and gas now represent a
major threat not just to the security of Singapore but the entire
planet. Any group that funds
Baey Shuai Ge, a prominent cli- climate denial, bribes local offimate activist during MEWR’s cers for oil exploration permits
public consultation period, wel- and destroys communities has
comed the Prime Minister’s an- no place here. You cannot just
nouncement. “It’s a big win for destabilise other countries then
the climate and for Singapor- turn around and claim to be
eans. We’re all proud to be Sin- ‘clean’ in Singapore… we view
gaporean today,” the 34-year-old that as a threat,” the Minister
director of Fossil Free Singapore added.
(FFS) said.
Climate Defence will also be inNewly-appointed Defence Min- cluded in the Singapore Green
ister Fatimah Razzak also took Plan (SGP) 2024, a nation-wide
transformation
to the podium on the 15 Febru- sustainability
ary event to announce more de- plan developed during the Year
tails on the implementation of of Climate Action. MINDEF
Climate Defence. Acknowledg- has announced that new meaing the challenges ahead for her sures like the national service
ministry, she noted: “In many vocation will be rolled out by
ways, oil built this country. We end-2019, with other measures
didn’t have a drop of our own oil targeted for implementation by
wealth, but we rose to become early 2020.

The SGP 2024 is the third
SGP to be released, following the first SGP in 1992 and
the second SGP 2012 in 2002.
Between 2012 and 2018, the
SGP was replaced by other
more targeted plans, such as
the Sustainable Development
Blueprint (SDB) 2015, the Climate Action Plan (CAP) 2016
and the Public Sector Sustainability Plan 2017-2020 (PSSP).
The Minister for Ecological
Wealth Restoration, Mudassir Zikri, explained the reasons for reintroducing the
SGP framework: “The changes proposed since SGP 2012
have been too incremental.
We needed an overhaul of how
we think about environmental
action and we felt a new SGP
was the best way to do this.”
The first SGP, released in
1992, highlighted the need to
address local environmental
issues such as water security,

waste disposal and public
hygiene. The SGP 2012, released in 2002, shifted the
focus to global environmental issues such as climate
change, biodiversity loss
and transboundary air pollution. Since then, the SDB,
CAP and PSSP have focused
more on supporting non-governmental organisations and
individuals, but “did not represent significant shifts in
how environmental action
is understood,” according to
Mr Zikri.
The SGP 2024 5-year plan,
released yesterday, represents the most comprehensive shift in Singapore’s environmental policy in more
than 15 years. With a theme
of “Empowering Individuals
and Institutions,” SGP 2024
addresses the relationships
between individuals and institutions and the barriers
preventing both from effective environmental action.
Notably, SGP 2024 takes a
much more critical attitude
towards greenwashing and
climate denial.
“SGP 2024 will help us extend a successful Year of
Climate Action 2018 into a
Decade of Climate Action,”
Mr Zikri said.

SGP 2024 represents the most comprehensive shift in
Singapore’s environmental policy in more than 15 years.
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ASEAN to create new climate visa for individuals displaced
by climate change
Edwin Chong,
Foreign Correspondent

bors in need — or how our own summit held in Myanmar back
citizens might need such help in 2017, with six out of ten memand generosity.”
ber countries voting against the
climate visa.
SINGAPORE – With the success of the 32nd ASEAN Sum- Vietnamese Ambassador, Ngoc
mit held in Singapore, members Son, was quick to echo these Recent reports released by the
of ASEAN have renewed their concerns. He stated that coast- Climate Institute of Southcommitment towards collective al communities living along the east Asia (CISA) documenting
efforts to tackle regional chal- Mekong Delta have been in- the high displacement rates of
creasingly threatened by rising coastal communities across
lenges.
floodwaters in the last 3 years.
Southeast Asia have since led to
Climate change emerged as one
of the key challenges for ASEAN, with the increased displacement of coastal communities within the low-lying regions
of Vietnam, Thailand and
Myanmar. Food security was
also raised as a concern due to
increased flooding and drought
in recent years.
Thai Ambassador Somsak
Petcharamesree brought up the
need for ASEAN to collectively consider how innovative responses to climate change could
be implemented. In particular,
Mr Petcharamesree cited the recent commitment by New Zealand to create a special refugee
visa for Pacific Islanders affected by climate change, stating
that, “there might perhaps come
a time in the near future where
we, as a collective ASEAN
body, will have to think about
similar ways to help our neigh-

ta were found to have relocated our historical responsibility for
inland due to increased bouts of greenhouse gas emissions and
flooding over the past five years. we are willing to make substantial changes to our existing laws
During the afternoon plenary and policies to support climatesession, some members of ASE- displaced peoples,” Dr Naidu
AN were quick to point out added.
that a new climate visa for climate-displaced persons (CDPs) At the time of voting, Singapore,
would significantly complicate Malaysia and Indonesia chose
existing visa policies. Singa- to abstain from the vote while
pore’s Minister for Foreign Ad- the rest of the ASEAN member
ON
ACCEPTING
REFUGEES
“We cannot handle
vocacy (MFA) Dr Vikram Naidu nations voted in favor of a new
this crisis alone as
reiterated Singapore’s stance to- ASEAN climate visa for CDPs.
individual nations. … Singapore cannot ignore
wards accepting refugees, statClimate change is a our historical responsibility
ing that “as a small country with Despite choosing to abstain
problem that we all
limited land, Singapore is not in from the vote, Indonesian Amfor
greenhouse
gas
emishave to face and the
a position to accept any persons bassador Gede Sudharto stated
sooner we start co- sions... we are willing to
seeking political asylum or ref- that this was a good move foroperating, the bet- make substantial changes to
ugee status, regardless of their ward for ASEAN. “ASEAN has
ter it will be for us existing laws and policies to
ethnicity or place of origin.” clearly shown today that we care
all. More and more
When pressed further on wheth- about the threat that climate
support
climate-displaced
communities along
er Singapore would be willing change poses and we are willthe coastline are peoples.
to adjust some of its current visa ing to act on it. Today has been
losing their homes
policy commitments for CDPs, a victory for ASEAN. Moving
and livelihoods to
Dr Naidu conceded that the ur- forward, we need to make sure
climate
change.
gency and impact of climate that we have the collective poASEAN needs to
change might lead to certain ex- litical will to act quickly and
step up and take - Dr Vikram Naidu, Minister for
ceptions being made.
effectively to make things hapaction before it’s Foreign Advocacy (MFA), during the
pen,” said Sudharto.
too late for them,” afternoon plenary session of the 32nd
“With the upcoming release of
Ambassador Son ASEAN Summit
the Singapore Green Plan 2024, The requirements for the new
mentioned in his
Singapore is in the process of climate visa have been schedopening address to
revising its current environ- uled for discussion during the
the committee.
ASEAN’s decision to reconsid- mental policies. We will, where next ASEAN summit to be held
er the creation of a new climate possible, be flexible and innova- in Thailand in June 2019.
Negotiations to discuss the pos- visa. Within the CISA report, an tive in our policy solutions for
sibility of a climate visa fell estimated 70% of coastal com- the future. We also recognise
through during the 31st ASEAN munities along the Mekong Del- that Singapore cannot ignore

”

BRIEFING: The environment in 2018
Eve Onn Lee, Foreign Correspondent
While 2018 was designated as
Singapore’s Year of Climate Action, it also marked significant
changes in the international environmental landscape. In this
special issue looking back on
2018, we sum up major events:
COP24
The 24th Session of the Conference of the Parties (COP24) to
the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), held in Katowice,
Poland from December 3 to 14,
was a landmark event that broke
from the political stalemates of
previous sessions. Notably, signatories agreed to move away
from Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) as an indicator of economic health used by banks,
governments and intergovernmental organisations, in favour
of the newly developed Ecological Prosperity Index (EPI),
adapted from Bhutan’s measurement of Gross National Happiness (GNH). The EPI measures
holistic well-being, de-emphasising economic growth and
competition as markers of prosperity in favour of indicators of
environmental
sustainability,
resilience and equality. French
President Emmanuel Macron
called the COP21 Paris agreement, once hailed as a landmark
treaty for environmental action,
“inconsequential” compared to
the far more substantial achievements of COP24. Out of the 197
nations, only the United States
refused to ratify the treaty.
Delegates at COP24 faced immense pressure by worldwide
protests originally initiated by
environmental activists in Africa, Asia and South America

in August 2018, which spread
to North America, Europe and
Australia by September. Protesters demanded that governments stop prioritizing economic growth, which they claimed
disproportionately
benefited
the wealthy at the expense of
those who were most vulnerable to climate change. Delegates
from many developed countries
that were initially opposed to
the protests were forced to step
down in the weeks leading to
COP24, only to be replaced by
more supportive delegates.

KOREA
Although the Trump-Kim summit held in June 2018 in Singapore proved fruitless after
President Trump resumed his
aggressive rhetoric following
the COP24 anti-US backlash,
North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un and South Korean President
Moon Jae-In have continued to
pursue de-escalation and cultural and economic exchange.
During COP24, both leaders
presented a joint plan to restore
areas damaged by military exercises and weapons testing,
stating that they had a responUNITED STATES
sibility to work towards a better
Under the Trump administra- world even if the United States
tion, the United States pulled was falling behind. The K-pop
out of COP24 altogether in No- group Red Velvet, whose rare
vember 2018 after criticisms performance in North Korea in
from international leaders about May 2018 initiated improving
its restrictive terms of partici- relations between both Koreas,
pation. This led to an intensifi- officially changed their name to
cation of domestic protests and Green Velvet in commemoraa near government shutdown tion of this landmark event.
when many congresspeople
opposed to President Trump’s MALAYSIA
withdrawal refused to perform Malaysia’s Pakatan Harapan-led
their administrative duties. Af- government is in the process of
ter protests in California con- planning major reforms to naverged with a growing seces- tional environmental policy in
sionist movement, an official close consultation with indigereferendum for secession was nous activists. An investigation
held on December 7 2018, in last month covering the illegal
the middle of COP24, resulting activities of three major logging
in a vote of 51% Yes to 46% No. companies operating under the
“Calexit” has been accompanied protection of corrupt regional
by similar movements in other government officials with links
coastal states, with Washington to a number of Singaporean
and Oregon currently consid- investment firms. The report
ering a Union with California. would not have been possible
Some East Coast states, includ- without Malaysia’s removal of
ing New York and Massachu- censorship laws against fake
setts, are also exploring similar news and the declassification
options, potentially merging pri- of many previously-restricted
or regional cooperation initia- government documents. In an
tives with a new union.
unprecedented move, Prime

Minister Mahathir Mohamad
held an emergency press conference with indigenous activist
leaders, where he apologised for
the government’s long history of forcefully evacuating and
clearcutting indigenous territory, especially in Sabah and
Sarawak, and the many indigenous lives that were lost during
the struggle. He acknowledged
his government had not adequately addressed this injustice even though it was elected
on anti-corruption pledges and
thanked the investigative journalists for holding him accountable. Designated Prime Minister
Anwar Ibrahim called the investigation “the biggest win for
Malaysian democracy since the
election, ushering a new era of
environmental responsibility.”
RUSSIA
Russia has become a major investor in Arctic restoration and
preservation efforts under new
President Dmitry Medvedev.
Following COP24, President
Medvedev announced substantial carbon taxes o be levied on
Gazprom, Rosneft and other
Russian oil companies as part
of a state-wide pivot towards
clean energy. President Medvedev became the most powerful
person in Russia after former
President Vladimir Putin suddenly announced his retirement
in July 2018, citing health reasons. Shortly after, President
Medvedev won the November
26 by-election, putting an end
to months of political instability. He quicky began prosecuting
pro-oil interests, fulfilling key
campaign promises in his platform.
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After long campaign by nature groups, Cross
Island MRT line will skirt around forest reserve
Groups laud progressive move to reduce impact on Singapore’s green spaces
See Wat See,
Transport Correspondent

were quick to oppose the continuation of drilling works, arguing that the construction work
The Ministry of Trains (MOT) did not adhere to strict, internaannounced yesterday that the tionally recognized standards as
construction of the Cross Island originally claimed.
MRT will skirt around the Central Catchment Nature Reserve, The most recent EIA was conrather than going under it as ducted with the support of reporiginally planned. In a press resentatives from the Nature Sorelease yesterday evening, the ciety of Singapore and Wildlife
Minister of Trains Dr Tan Bok Singapore. The second EIA reCheng said that the decision was port showed that the drilling of
made after careful consideration boreholes negatively impacted
of the costs and the impacts to water quality, noise, vibration
both humans and the natural en- levels and air quality. Compared
vironment. Dr Tan also stressed with baseline level readings, the
that the alternative option of report indicated “medium” to
constructing the MRT line “high” levels of impact upon floaround the nature reserve would ra and fauna.
not significantly inconvenience
Responding to the new findings,
commuters.
the Ministry of Neutral DevelEarlier this week, the MOT opment (MND) issued a new
also released the second Envi- set of regulations in the Singaronmental Impact Assessment pore Green Plan of 2024. EIAs
(EIA) report of soil tests for the will now be made mandatory
16 boreholes drilled in the Cen- in the event that any gazetted
tral Catchment Nature Reserve. nature areas are considered for
This second EIA was conducted development. Private companies
after the initial round of drilling conducting EIAs will also be rein early 2018 resulted in a burst quired to work alongside NGOs
diesel pipe that contaminated to conduct their assessments of
the groundwater within the Na- nature areas. The Central Catchture Reserve. NGO activists ment Nature Reserve is home to
from the Nature Society of Sin- at least 413 species of plants, 218
gapore and Wildlife Singapore species of birds, 24 freshwater

BRIEFING: What you
need to know about
SGP 2024

fish species and 30 mammals, decision, praising it as a choice
including the critically endan- to heed the voices of the people.
gered Sunda pangolin.
The “Love our MacRitchie”
Dr Tan also stated that con- campaign began in 2013, with
structing the Cross Island MRT more than 12,000 signatures
line through the Central Catch- collated and sent to the relevant
ment Nature Reserve would, as authorities as a petition to rethe second EIA suggested, sig- consider plans to build the MRT
nificantly impact the wildlife tunnel under the Central Catchhabitats within the area. In com- ment Nature Reserve. “This
parison, the option of construct- clearly shows that the governing the MRT line around the ment is willing and able to lisnature reserve would have min- ten to what the people want,
imal impact on natural wildlife especially when it comes to imhabitats and would further serve portant decisions concerning the
an additional 20 percent more kind of environment we want
residents living around the na- to have here in Singapore. This
ture reserve. MOT has already really makes me feel like Sinbegun talks with German engi- gapore is our home and we all
neering company Dun Brääke have a stake in building it,” said
Daun GmbH for the planned Ms Shu.
modifications to the current
route for the Cross Island MRT The Cross Island Line is slated
line.
to be completed by 2030 and
will include 30 stations. It will
Civil society and nature groups have an estimated daily rideracross the island have celebrated ship of at least 600,000 trips and
this move as a big step forward will significantly shorten comfor the cause of environmental muter travelling times between
protection in Singapore and a Changi and Jurong while also
precedent-setting event for fu- improving connectivity in areas
ture development debates. Ms like Ang Mo Kio, Punggol and
Shu Hen Hao, 22, one of the West Coast. The skirting alignyouth organizers of the “Love ment will add an additional 5km
our MacRitchie” campaign, was to the current planned route.
particularly heartened by this

dards and move towards greater
investment in green energy.

and address unethical corporate practices like planned obsolescence. Singapore’s national competition watchdog, the
Consumer-Citizen Commission
of Singapore (CCCS), will be
granted the authority to investigate and punish corporations
abusing strategies of planned
obsolescence as part of Climate
Defence.

DEFENCE: In addition to the
implementation of Climate Defence, the Select Committee on
Deliberate Online Falsehoods
will be reoriented to focus on
Nadira Dashti, Policy Correspondent
the far more pressing falsehood
of corporate greenwashing. New
The Singapore Green Plan 2024 we ignored how only wealthy initiatives like the Climate Derepresents the most comprehen- individuals have the time, ener- fence Officer vocation, Denial
sive shift in Singapore’s envi- gy and resources to do so. We
ronmental policy in more than ignored how products that are
15 years, since the release of the better for the environment and
first SGP in 1992 and the second one’s health tend to be very exSGP 2012 in 2002. According to pensive,” said Mr Zikri.
Minister for Ecological Wealth
Restoration Mr Mudassir Zikri, On institutions, he said: “We
“SGP 2024 acknowledges that used to compare environmental
Chua Buay Song
global, regional and national action to the alternative of doenvironmental action has been ing nothing. That is not enough.
During the Q&A for the launch of the SGP 2024, prominent
inadequate given the scale and We must compare it to what we
local environmental activist Ms Hope Lim accused Mr Zikri of
urgency of climate change.”
could be doing, and ask if we
unfairly taking credit for the hard work of activists. Ms Lim is a
could be doing more. This apmember of the Singapore Society for Nature (SSN) and tried to
Speaking at the launch of SGP plies especially to those with
organise local protests leading up to COP24 at Hong Lim Park
2024, Mr Zikri said: “Previous the power and responsibility
but was unable to get a permit.
sustainability plans have cele- to effect change, including the
brated certain environmental government and large corporaMr Zikri replied that this shows protests in Singapore are “unachievements, like the launch- tions.”
necessary.” Defending the government’s earnestness, he said:
ing of new certification systems
“We have never taken for granted our history of resource scaror modest increases in energy “Unlike the previous 10-year
city.”
savings, when in retrospect their plans, SGP 2024 is a 5-year
overall impact was negligible. plan, because we ought to be
Ms Lim, however, said: “None of this would be possible without
SGP 2024 recognises that such making these changes in 5
activists fighting thanklessly for Singapore’s environmental fustatements are no longer accept- years and not 10,” Mr Zikri
ture, regardless of whether you have been there to help or hurt
able, because time is running added. “The SGP 2024 also reus.”
out.”
flects the ability of the 4G government to evolve and respond
In response, Mr Zikri said: “You claim we should be grateful to
The theme of SGP 2024 is “Em- to the changing times.”
you. Have you not considered that you should also be grateful to
powering Individuals and Instius? We can do this without you, but you cannot do this without
tutions.” It addresses the rela- What are the key changes
us. Who is the one that should be more grateful here?”
tionships between individuals in the SGP 2024?
and institutions and the barriers preventing both from effec- ECONOMY: Singapore will
tive environmental action. In adopt the new metric of the
his opening address, Mr. Zikri Ecological Prosperity Index Vigilance Unit and Volunteer ENERGY: Singapore’s elechighlighted problems with ex- (EPI) in all its government agen- Green Constabulary will also be tric grid will be fully solarised,
isting frameworks of individual cies by 2020. The EPI will help rolled out in phases beginning accompanied by a fossil fuel
and institutional action.
Singapore’s key investment or- in 2019.
phase-out, by 2024. The solariganisations, especially Temasek
sation plan adapts a recent pol“We used to ask individuals to Holdings and GIC, adhere to RETAIL: New “right to repair” icy proposal by local research
do the best they can by reduc- stricter environmental, social laws will be introduced by 2020 institutions, which have long aring, reusing and recycling, but and governance (ESG) stan- to guarantee product longevity gued that Singapore can support

A small spat during the
launch of SGP 2024

full solarisation by including
building facades and reservoirs
as potential solar installations in
addition to rooftop solar. Singapore will also continue to function as a major R&D hub for
green energy. Charging stations
for electric vehicles will also be
mandatory at all petrol kiosks,
alongside the implementation of
a new electric vehicle subsidy.

will begin construction of
dormitories for incoming climate-displaced persons (CDPs)
in the aftermath of the ASEAN-wide climate displacement
visa negotiations. Construction
is slated to begin in June 2019,
with each dormitory expected to
house at least 2,000 CDPs. Choa
Chu Kang Hills Golf Course,
one of twenty-one existing golf
courses, will be demolished to
FOOD: Food dumping will be make room for these new dormade illegal by 2020. Markets, mitories, with other golf courses
grocery stores and restaurants likely to be similarly reassigned
will face fines of up to $10,000 in future.
for the illegal dumping of edible
food. Markets, grocery stores
and restaurants with excess
food will be required to donate
them to The Food Bank Singapore, which is working with the
Nature and Ecology Agency
(NEA) to establish collection
points around the island, for
distribution to those in need.

EDUCATION: The Social
Studies curriculum in Secondary Schools will be replaced
by “Social and Environmental Studies” (SES) by 2021.
Students will study the relationship between Singapore’s
economic growth and environmental degradation, as well as
consumerism, socioeconomic
status and inequality in the context of Singapore’s environmental history.
DEVELOPMENT:
Environmental Impact Assessments
(EIA) will be made mandatory
for the development of all nature areas gazetted by National Parks. The government will
release open tenders for private
bidding and NGOs will be required to work with private EIA
assessors to decide on the conservation of these nature areas.
IMMIGRATION:

Singapore
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Nation’s sovereign wealth funds
announce new green investing,
transparency measures
New moves aimed at making Singapore a regional climate
finance hub, strengthening government accountability
John Marcus DeSouza,
Finance Correspondent
In a departure from years of
policy and protocol, Singapore’s
largest sovereign wealth fund
– the Government Investment
Conglomerate (GIC) – has announced new measures to enhance transparency about the
country’s reserves and channel
greater investment into green
projects. The moves come at the
heels of the International Forum
of Sovereign Wealth Funds (IFSWF) recently hosted in Oslo,
Norway, where many sovereign
wealth funds made similar commitments to green finance.
More transparency measures
were also announced to address
long-standing citizen concern
about the management of Singapore’s reserves. Among the new
initiatives is a website overhaul
with detailed reports containing information on investments,
rates of return and management
strategies.
“These funds belong to all of
us. Every Singaporean has an
equal claim to the wealth that

our country has created, and is
creating, around the world. We
owe it to our citizens to manage
that wealth transparently, responsibly and well,” said GIC’s
Chief Investment Officer Fatima
Sadiq.

vestment Management) which
has boasted strong sustained
performance and high transparency as the largest fund of its
kind in the world, according to
the Sovereign Wealth Fund Institute.

Finance Minister Han Swee
Ngerng unveiled the measures
during his speech at IFSWF
Oslo. Speaking to the country’s
history of staying tight-lipped
about the state of its reserves, he
said: “What we’ve learned here
and from our internal study of
other sovereign wealth funds
is that a focus on transparency
and sustainability can actually
help, rather than hinder, a fund’s
performance. When a fund like
Norway’s can do so well with
such high ethical standards and
transparency requirements, we
see no reason why we can’t do
the same.”

Singapore’s reserves are estimated to be worth S$1 trillion,
which is managed by Ternasek
Holdings and the GIC. Both
funds have committed to integrating ESG and transparency
principles across their investment portfolios.

GIC will be remodeled after Norway’s NBIM fund in order to increase government accountability and environmental sustainability.

These moves have been hailed
by civil society activists of the
#ReturnOurCPF movement and
the Transparent Budgets Initiative as a major breakthrough
for transparency and government accountability. Skyping
in from Taiwan at a Speaker’s
Corner event, prominent activist Roy Peng said that “this is
GIC’s adoption of ESG (envi- promising, but we’ll still have
ronmental, social, governance) to monitor how transparency is
investment principles and trans- implemented when the website
parency standards was inspired and reports come out. I’m opby the work of other sovereign timistic, but it will take time to
wealth funds, especially Nor- see if the government will live
way’s NBIM (Norges Bank In- up to its promises.”

Group of mobile phone manufacturers adopts new
standards against ‘planned obsolescence’, e-waste
Apple, Samsung among companies taking steps to address climate change, toxic chemicals
Bryan Chen,
Technology Consultant

jor initiatives to be rolled out
in Singapore this year. A new
smartphone recycling program,
a dollar-matching fund for
community ‘repair kopitiams’
and new product lines with
lifetime warranties will all be
reaching Singapore’s shores by
mid-2019.

Local activists are claiming
a big win for Singapore: the
world’s largest smartphone
manufacturers have jointly
committed to piloting a new
business strategy on the island
that “works for people, profits
and the planet” and significant- Experts have welcomed these
ly reduces e-waste, according changes. Alexander Palmer, sustainability expert at the
to Apple CEO Jim Bake.
Singapore Sustainability InCiting longstanding concerns stitute (SSI), told ST that “this
about the environmental im- represents a big win against
pact of their supply chains and planned obsolescence. A dethe large amount of e-waste sign philosophy that maximises
generated by their industry, profits at the expense of people
the International Consortium and the planet has no place in
of Smartphone Manufacturers a Smart Nation. Instead of de(ICSM) announced three ma- signing phones that slow down

after a year to force customers
to buy more, companies ought
to design them to last, so that
the immense ecological degradation required to produce
these electronics can finally be
reined in.”
The environmental and human
rights issues associated with
electronics supply chains have
long been understood, but a
global spate of protests around
‘right to repair’ legislation and
conflict minerals that coincided
with worldwide COP24 protests has caused something of a
reckoning for tech giants.

nounced new standards for the
sourcing of coltan, a controversial mineral used in smartphone capacitors that long
associated with human rights
violations and conflict mining
in the Congo. Samsung, Google and other manufacturers
quickly followed suit, and the
ICSM was created shortly after
for producers to agree on common standards for supply chain
sourcing and revenue models.

“I won’t lie – we’re taking a
hit for this, as far as short-term
profits go. But we’re confident
that our track record for innovation and the brand loyalty
In response to the threat of we’ve built with our customlarge-scale consumer boy- ers over decades will make a
cotts of its products, Apple an- difference. Singapore is also a

great place for us to test these
new business models before
we make more global changes,
given all of its recent climate
commitments,” said Samsung
CEO Koh Hyun Nam at a joint
press conference.
Consumers have been greeting
the new initiatives with enthusiasm, with queues forming
outside Apple’s flagship store
to sign up for the Apple Care
Warranty Trade-Up. The new
iPhone Life’s modular design
has also been welcomed by
many smartphone enthusiasts,
with volume of pre-orders
causing a temporary website
crash due to high traffic.
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Coldplay lead singer Chris Martin
seen picking up trash alongside
festivalgoers

Source: Les Grands Hotels Parisiens

Concerts in Singapore making greater efforts to become
carbon-neutral
Shahrul Mattar,
Music Correspondent
Biodegradable cups, art-themed
recycling bins, eco-markets and
compost bins: these are just
some of the many initiatives that
Singapore music festivals are
adopting to reduce waste, reduce their carbon footprint and
increase consumer awareness
about sustainable consumption.
Ms Avril Lee, the founder of
social enterprise ZeroWasteSG
has noted the increase in attention given to waste from music
events in recent years. The Alleyway concert in 2015 received
widespread public criticism
after photographs of the trashfilled picnic grounds went viral
on social media.
Music events in Singapore have
traditionally had a poor reputation of taking responsibility for
their own environmental impact. Ms Lee hopes to change
that through ZeroWasteSG.
“Companies can come to us to
find out more about how they

can reduce their environmental
impact or even how they can
promote greater eco-consciousness among festivalgoers. More
and more event companies have
begun approaching us in recent
years to learn about offsetting
their carbon footprints or becoming carbon neutral,” Ms
Lee added. She hopes that with
growing environmental consciousness in the younger generation, more festival planners
will build sustainability into the
design of their events.

cans and plastic cups alongside festivalgoers after their set,
sparking widespread discussion
on social media. Chris Martin,
the lead singer of Coldplay, said
that this experience was unlike
any other festival that he had
ever performed at.

“Sure, I got mobbed for selfies
while picking up the trash, but
this is such a great initiative. I
think more festivals need to recognize the damage that they’re
doing to the environment. I often see so much trash on the
Gardens Music Festival, the first grounds after the concert is
carbon-neutral music festival over. There’s so much more that
in Singapore, has also received can be done to make music gigs
praise from both citizens and more sustainable,” Martin said.
the Nature and Ecology Agency (NEA) for their efforts to Last year’s Gardens Music Fesoffset the large carbon impacts tival saw booths set up on festiof their events. In line with the val grounds to educate attendees
guidelines within the Singapore on the carbon costs involved in
Green Plan 2024 and the organ- hosting a music festival. Attendisation’s 2018 Commitment to ees were also offered the option
Tackle Climate Change, the or- of donating money directly to
ganisers of Gardens Music Fes- environmental groups like the
tival have promised carbon-neu- World Wildlife Fund and ECO
trality for all their future music Singapore to offset their carbon
festivals. Headlining artists footprint. Mr Richard Poulsen,
Coldplay and The Killers were a festival regular, said that the
seen picking up crushed beer increasing eco-consciousness

Chris Martin, who wowed the audience with his stellar performance, was in turn
wowed by the impressive sustainability measures at the Gardens Music Festival.
amongst both businesses and
festivalgoers has been heartening.
“The green revolution is real.
Today it’s music festivals, tomorrow it’s companies engaging
in sustainable business practices. Who knows, in 10 years
time, Singapore could be running entirely on renewable energy. Everyone’s doing their part
for the environment and I’m
excited to see what the future
holds.”
The Gardens Music Festival is moving to carbon neutrality for all future music festivals.

Food Picks: Pop-up restaurant
Ugly Veg a hit amongst locals
Mopiko Tan,
Food Reviewer

Lee’s salads and bruschettas prepared with blemished vegetables could not be differentiated from those that were not, to the surprise of patrons.

Michelin-starred chef Lee Hao
Chi is no stranger to top quality
produce. In his five years working at the two-Michelin-starred
restaurant Scorched Earth, Lee
has never had to cook with ‘ugly
food’ before. As one of the three
main chefs operating the popup restaurant Ugly Veg, dealing
firsthand with blemished vegetables has been something new Mr Lee, along with the volunteers from Singapore Food Resfor him.
cue and Singapore Food Bank
“I’ve always hand-picked the are working hard to change
best vegetables, meats and fish public attitudes towards ugly
directly from the wholesalers. produce through their Pop-up
They deliver to me first thing restaurant, Ugly Veg. Ugly Veg
in the morning, and we always uses blemished vegetables that
get first pick. I’ve never had to are about to be thrown out, with
deal with blemished vegetables careful attention being paid to
before so when I first started, ensure that dishes look appetizthis was quite a shock to me,” he ing on the plate.
said.

For Mr Lee and his two executive chefs, this project has been
a long time in the making. Since
leaving Scorched Earth last
year, Mr Lee has been hard at
work alongside Singapore Food
Rescue and the Singapore Food
Bank to raise awareness of food
waste.

Ugly Veg Restaurant currently has a waiting list for the next three weeks, ironically
making its blemished vegetables the most wanted vegetables in Singapore.

ating manager of grocery chain
Fair Storage, noted that while
they would rather not throw out
these vegetables, consumers are
not keen on paying for ugly or
blemished vegetables. “If people
want to buy them, sure we won’t
throw it away. They are perfectly edible. People just need to
look past the fact that they have
a few blemishes or they don’t
look perfect,” she said.

Singaporeans generate about
791,000 tonnes of food waste a
year, of which only 14 percent
is recycled. Supermarkets and
grocery stores often dispose of
vegetables that are ugly or blemished, with low consumer demand being the main reason for
dumping edible produce.
Ms Cai Bu Hao, regional oper-

shows that so much more can be
done to change our habits and reduce food waste.”
Thus far, Ugly Veg has received
positive reviews from both members of the public and food critics alike. Mr Cai Hen Hao, 48, a
househusband said that he never knew ugly food could taste
so good. “Next time, I won’t be
so picky about the vegetables I
choose. Maybe this way we’ll
all end up wasting less food,” he
added.

These changing consumer perceptions come at a timely moment, with the government
planning to make food dumping
illegal by 2020. Supermarkets
and restaurants will risk paying
fines of up to $10,000 for throwing out fresh produce. In line
with the new Singapore Green
Plan 2024, supermarkets and
Executive chef Mr Yao Chi Cai restaurants with excess food will
said, “We wanted to transform be required to donate it to The
these ugly vegetables into some- Food Bank Singapore. Only exthing beautiful. We want peo- pired food will be allowed to be
ple to know that just because thrown. Collection points will be
it seems to look bad, it doesn’t established across different parts
mean that the dish can’t end of the island and the excess food
up looking and tasting fantas- will be distributed to those under
tic. We can’t just keep throw- the Food Needy Scheme (FNS)
ing food away because it looks for low-income families.
bad when it all tastes the same.”
During a blind taste test held Ugly Veg Restaurant currentlast week, Mr Yao was surprised ly has a waiting list for the next
to find that patrons could not three weeks and will continue to
distinguish between the dish- be in operation for the next two
es prepared with unblemished, months. Booking is by reservapremium-picked vegetables and tion only. When queried about
those prepared with blemished plans for the future, Mr Lee said
vegetables.
that another climate changethemed restaurant is currently
“It really surprised us. No one in the works, with jellyfish, seacould tell which one was which weed and invasive species like
after the cooking process. It lionfish to be served in his menu.
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Make shoppers aware
of palm oil’s
consequences through
first-hand exposure
Singaporeans take the environment for granted 10 out
of 12 months a year. The two
months we are forced to care
are the months when haze
becomes a prominent issue.
This is not enough. Haze is a
problem that cannot be conveniently blamed on our neighbouring countries. As consumers, we have a responsibility
because we purchase products
that are unsustainably farmed.
Palm oil is a major culprit. Many
products contain palm oil, from
the Nutella my children love
to eat to the Dettol detergent
my wife uses to wash clothes.

to face the consequences of
their purchases directly, since
many supermarkets have resisted removing unsustainable
products from their shelves.
For example, one way to create
firsthand exposure is to introduce a compulsory “Hazy Experience” booth at the cashier
counter. This booth should be
filled with PM10 and PM2.5
particles to ensure that people
do not take things for granted
and can understand the effects
of forest clearcutting first-hand.

Customers who purchase Nutella or other palm oil-containing
products that are not certified as
sustainable should all be made to
go through this booth before they
In order for consumers to tru- can purchase those products.
ly change their behaviours,
they must be made to feel This way, I believe that all
the real impact that their pur- Singaporeans can make the
chasing
decisions
cause. responsible choice.

Ban planes to Malaysia
We should stop allowing planes
to travel between Singapore
and Malaysia. The distance is
so short and there are so many
buses like FastBus that you can
take to get to Malaysia quickly.
There are also a lot of good food
places that you can stop by along
the way to your destination. The
highway stops along Machap
and Yong Peng have very good
nasi lemak and nasi briyani.

time a lot and that they can save
time by travelling on the plane.
Why not just take the night
time bus, then you can sleep on
the bus while also saving the
environment? With the highspeed rail to Malaysia starting
soon, I think we should just ban
planes to Malaysia altogether.

The government needs to take
action and step in to institute
this new policy. Budget airlines
Planes are very environmentally may complain that they are losunfriendly and have a lot more ing money, but think about how
carbon emissions as compared we are helping the next gento cars and buses. We need to eration solve climate change.
start caring about the environ- In my view, it is worth it.
ment more and stop allowing
people to take planes across such Muhammad Tony Bin Stark
short distances. I understand
that people care about their

FORUM ONLINE
1. XIAO TABOR Turn Gardens by the Bay
Supertrees into fortress against refugees.
2. JACK LEO Sourcing ideas for Ah Boys to
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More letters on www.semogatimes.com/
forumletters.

As such, I suggest that super- Lim Bo Liao
market chains can play a bigger role by forcing consumers

“Environmentalists”
need to stop NATO-ing

Mind how we dress in
public

In my day, we had a phrase
called “No Action Talk Only,”
or NATO, which refers to
people who talk big but do
not know how to act. Nowadays, I see many fake environmentalists, or as I like to
call them, enviroNATOists,
who do precisely just that.

The case where a woman suffered from heat exhaustion after the MRT broke down for 2
hours and the air con malfunctioned because she was wearing heavy clothing reminds me
of the kampung days, when we
wore very little clothing because
there was no air con. Men would
often walk around shirtless.

code - for both men and women - to help them dress appropriately for climate change.

Women care too much about
fashion and wear too many
things. Is it any surprise
that they would not be able
to handle minor inconveniences that come their way?

I know I would be ready for
such a future because I have
a proud dad bod, which I
hear is increasingly popular
amongst women nowadays.

These Facebook keyboard warriors like to criticise the government for not doing enough
for climate change, but they
all day No Action Talk Only.
If they are so smart, why
not run the country instead?
Even if the world is going to
end because of climate change,
at least aliens visiting Singapore in the future will see the
ruins of a proud metropolis
rather than a sleepy fishing village. That’s how far we have

come. These people are ungrateful to not recognise this.
Some people go even further to
write joke newspapers. What
kind of enviroNATOist is that?
If they cannot take themselves
seriously, why should others?
In fact, this is a problem of
national security. Singaporeans are gullible and do not
know how to think for themselves. If people give them
funny information, they will
not know any better. That’s
why information should only
come from trusted authorities
that cannot possibly be wrong.
Such enviroNATOists are very
irresponsible. They should
be thrown in jail for disrupting our peace and stability.
Hong Kan Liao

Although if climate change
continues to get worse and we
can no longer afford to put the
air con temperature so low, we
will soon all have to go outside
naked, like the kampung days.

However, this poses a dilemma for women, who also cannot be too revealing, otherwise
they might be asking for it.

As climate change is only making Singapore hotter, there is
definitely a good case for today’s parents to relook how
our girls - and adults, for that Benedict Lim Guang
matter - dress when in public.
Perhaps there can be some dress

Educate poor people
to be environmentally
responsible
Whenever I see people buying junk food in tons of plastic packaging like biscuits and
chips, or carrying McDonald’s
takeaway, it almost always
tends to be poor people. It is
quite obvious because their
fashion sense also seems to
lagging by a decade. No need
to guess if their clothes are
made of organic cotton or not.
People say the poor are most
vulnerable to climate change.
If it hurts them so much, then
why are we not educating
them to be more responsible about the environment?
I already do everything I can.
I always bring my own or-

ganic, recycled tote bag, I
maintain a compost bin at
home, I only buy organic
fruits and vegetables from
sellers that pay fair wages,
and whenever I fly overseas
for vacation I always buy
carbon offsetting. But there
are so many more poor people than people like me,
and there is only so much
I can do as one person.
I am often called elitist for
voicing this unpopular opinion. But if that’s what it
takes to care about the environment, then please, get
out of my elite caring face.
Lee Soo Bin

Editor’s Note
This is a dispatch from Singapore’s climate future. Except it’s not our climate future, not yet
— but it could be.
15 February 2019 is less than a year away. That’s
the date this dispatch comes from, and the date
that marks our nation’s commitment to total
defence. In this work, we’ve framed climate
change as a whole-of-country transformation
that demands a rethinking of defence, the economy, society and so much more. That’s because
all the ‘ambitious’ visions of a green Singaporean future we have today — our sustainability
blueprints, our commitments at international negotiations, our transformation roadmaps — fall
far, far short of what we think the scale and urgency of our present crisis demands.
Almost everything you read in this newspaper
could actually occur. We really could live in a
country that recognises the urgency of climate
change, that walks the talk on sustainability,
and that cares about climate justice. We really

could live in a world where companies design
products to last instead of becoming obsolete in
six months, where concerts are zero-waste, and
where literal tons of perfectly edible food don’t
go to waste every year.
None of these are radical ideas. What is radical
is our status quo – an unsustainable society that
is far out of line with what an ecologically finite planet can support. What is really radical
is thinking that “this is how the world works”
means nothing can ever change.
It’s not your fault. You didn’t decide to put products sourced from unsustainable, haze-causing
palm oil on our supermarket shelves. You didn’t
sign a contract with the world’s biggest oil companies to turn Singapore into a nerve centre for
one of the most corrupt, polluting and unethical
industries in our world today.
But it is our fault. Collectively, we’ve failed
to use our power as citizens to make change.

We’ve convinced ourselves that our wallets, not
our voices, are the keys to a sustainable future.
That’s not enough.
Meaningful change happens when people come
together to change systems and hold the institutions that make up those systems accountable.
Cities and communities around the world are
making similar changes and having success.
Singapore should be doing the same.
In Singapore, we often pride ourselves on being leaders. We lead the world in many things,
yes — but taking effective action against climate
change is not among them. Luxurious airports,
millionaires per capita and internet speed count
for little next to the immiseration and suffering
climate change will visit on the most vulnerable
people in our country and in Southeast Asia.
But we can be leaders. We’re blessed with so many
of the tools we need to to appropriately respond
to the existential challenge of climate change

— the resources, know-how and skills we possess could transform our economy, society and
culture in service of sustainability and justice.
We really could do it. There really is hope for a
healthier, happier and more just future.
Imagine if we stopped telling ourselves “this is
how the world works” and started asking “what
if things could be different?”
Imagination is a vital exercise. Without it,
“this is how the world works” becomes one of
the most powerful prisons there is. We have to
imagine. Climate change requires us to.
Semoga stands for ‘hope’ in Bahasa. The Semoga Times offers a vision of the news we wish to
see, and challenges us to ask how we can make
that vision a reality.

